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The root of all sin: three generalisations

• Failure to prepare properly

• Failure to organise properly

• Failure to think through to the purpose of what 

the advocate is doing



Opening in a criminal trial: Crown

• Sins

– lengthy and legalistic eg “I anticipate…”

– repetitious of the judicial opening

• Virtue

– tell the jury what the Crown says happened



Opening in a criminal trial: Defence

• Sin

– using to simply remind of the burden of proof

• Virtues

– acknowledgement of issues not in dispute

– or, no opening (not compulsory)



Eliciting the evidence

• Sins

– disorganised

– boring, confusing, annoying 

• Virtues

– tell the story

– brevity 



Submissions generally: tip no. 1

• Counsel who make themselves the focus of the 
address invite suspicion and scepticism

• Sin

– pride

• Virtue

– businesslike, serious approach

– logical engagement with facts

White, Daniel and Williams, Alex (2011) The Queen's Counsel Official Lawyer's Handbook, Biteback



Submissions generally: tip no. 2

• Counsel who sound confident inspire confidence

• Sin

– failure to prepare properly

Gregory Peck as Atticus Finch in a scene from To Kill a Mockingbird (Directed by Robert Mulligan, Brentwood Productions and Pakula-Mulligan, 1962)



Submissions generally: tip no. 3

• Engage your audience – eye contact

• Sin

– reading submissions from the page

‘how to draw a cartoon judge’, accessed 17 June 2019, available at: <https://www.how-to-draw-funny-cartoons.com/cartoon-judge.html>



Submissions generally: tip no. 4

• Listeners can only take in and retain so much

– logical structure focusing on the best points

• Sins

– too many points

– confidently urging a bad argument

– overselling a good argument



Submissions generally: tip no. 5

• An interesting voice keeps the audience’s 

attention

– pitch

– volume

– strategic pauses

‘Shuttershock’, accessed 17 June 2019, available at: <https://www.shutterstock.com/g/RTRO>



Submissions generally: two personal triggers 

• A “general whinge” about the conduct of 

opposing counsel unaccompanied by an 

application to do anything about it

• Prolixity

– a question from the bench is usually a request for 

information NOT an invitation to repeat all of your 

submissions
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The Sins



SLOTH

WANT of PREPARATION

 ranges from the simple to the complex

 simple: plans, diagrams, abbreviated xxn

 complex: deep analysis

 proofing

 to perform (different to analysis)



LUST

LOVING ONE’s OWN CASE
 failure to think about the weaknesses in one’s 

case/argument/facts

 failure to address the weaknesses
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PRIDE

PUTTING CASE THEORY
• misunderstanding the Rule in Browne v Dunn

• putting conclusions to a witness

• showing of your knowledge
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ENVY

a feeling of discontented or resentful longing aroused by someone else's 

possessions, qualities, or luck.

Source: dictionary.com



ENVY

• Being envious of / being 

overwhelmed by the other 

side’s case

• Failing to focus on the 

strengths of your own case

• Forcing facts to fit an idealized 

case



WRATH

a strong vengeful anger or indignation.

Source: Merriam Webster



WRATH



WRATH

Quote from Bhagavad Gita



WRATH



WRATH

GETTING ANGRY WITH WITNESSES 

• Counterproductive

• Exposes your own failings 

• There is, however, a place for passion

• Passion must be controlled & directed to 

achieve a specific purpose



WRATH

GETTING ANGRY WITH JUDGES

• Only do so if you have decided to retire

• Advocacy is persuasion

• Anger does not persuade



WRATH

GETTING ANGRY WITH JUDGES

• Seek to address the concerns of the 

judge

• Your function is to assist the judge



WRATH

GETTING ANGRY WITH JUNIORS / ASSISTING COUNSEL

• Worst of the 3 angers

• Reflects the inadequacy of lead counsel

• Creates an impression of no control / a lack of control

• Taking responsibility inspires confidence



GLUTTONY

The act of digging your own grave with your own teeth.

Source: Enock Margesi



GLUTTONY

• Asking unnecessary questions

• Engaging in prolonged cross-

examination

• Lack of focus on the material 

issues



GLUTTONY

THE SOLUTION: GO COMMANDO!



GREED

A very strong wish to get more of something.

Source: Cambridge Dictionary



GREED

REMEMBER THE GITA – the road to hell



GREED

Big mouthfuls often choke.

Old Italian Proverb 



GREED

In advocacy, greed can manifest 

itself in many ways

• The form of question asked

(Multiple / Compound / Verbose) 

• The one question too many

• Formulating an extravagant case 

theory / unrealistic case 

(Remember Occam’s Razor) 



GREED

Occam’s Razor.
The simplest explanation is usually the 

correct one.



CONCLUSION

• Avoid the 7 deadly sins

• Attend the ABA advocacy training workshop

• Be a Zen warrior




